
REALTORS… Twilight shoots showcase your listing’s lighting and exterior features such as pool/landscape lighting, 
fire pits, and beautiful sunset views. These images can help standout from your competition and gain the attention 
of prospective buyers. Immediately upon arrival, we will take exterior daylight shots, shoot the interior of the 
property, and then move outside for the exterior twilight shots. The twilight shots occur during a small 15-30 minute 
window after sunset. This is a very fast-paced shoot, so we have put together this checklist with specific 
recommendations for preparing for the twilight images. Use these twilight tips in addition to those listed in our 
occupied or vacant shoot tips to help the home photograph at it’s best. 

PREPARATION IS KEY 
The twilight shoot showcases the property’s lighting. So, it is very important to replace any burnt out light bulbs 
both inside and outside. We also recommend viewing the home at night with all lights on to make sure all the 
interior and exterior bulbs are the same warmth tone.  
If landscape lights are on an automatic timer, please test them in advance to make sure the day of the shoot they 
come on 15 minutes prior to the scheduled sunset, no sooner or later.  
Clean the inside and outside of all windows in order to see inside the home during the twilight shoot. Especially 
large windows on the front and rear of the home’s first floor. Please note if your home is equipped with tinted, 
solarized, or screened windows you will not get a clear image as the one shown below.  

DAY OF THE SHOOT 
During the twilight shoot, it is highly recommended for the home to remain unoccupied including pets. Twilight 
images are shot on a very slow shutter speed, and any movement inside the house will result in blurred images.  
Ensure any automatic sprinklers are turned off for the day of the shoot.  
All window treatments should be fully open, including blinds in the raised position prior to our arrival.  
Turn on all lights both inside and outside. If you do not plan to do this, please make sure we know in advance 
how to turn on all lighting if switches are not clearly visible (i.e. landscape lights, pool lights, etc.) 
If applicable, set pool lights to blue. Avoid yellow, as it can make the pool appear green. 
Turn on exterior features like gas fireplaces, fire pits, etc. Due to liability reasons, our photographers will not turn 
on these features.

TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
 TWILIGHT SHOOT
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